Department Chair: George Markowsky

Associate Chair for Graduate Studies & External Relations: Wei Jiang

Associate Chair for Undergraduate Studies & Outreach Activities: Daniel Tauritz

Fiscal & HR Officer: Rhonda Grayson

Curricula Coordinator: Daniel Tauritz

Staff Supervisor: Rhonda Grayson

Executive Committee
George Markowsky (chair)
Wei Jiang
Daniel Tauritz
Rhonda Grayson (committee secretary)

Graduate Committee
Wei Jiang (chair)
Bruce McMillin
Sanjay Madria
Sajal Das
Zhaozheng Yin
Zhishan Guo
Dawn Davis (committee secretary)
Katrina Ward (graduate student member)

Undergraduate Committee
Daniel Tauritz (chair)
Jennifer Leopold
Clayton Price
Ricardo Morales
Patrick Taylor
Elaina Manson (committee secretary)
Eric Michalak (undergraduate student member)

Accreditation Committee
Patrick Taylor (chair/coordinator)
Bruce McMillin (ex officio)
Elaina Manson (committee secretary)

Awards Coordinator: Chaman Sabharwal

Colloquium Coordinator: George Markowsky

Diversity Committee:
Dan Lin
Jennifer Leopold
Ricardo Morales
Peer Teaching Evaluation
Jennifer Leopold (chair)
Clayton Price
Ricardo Morales
Patrick Taylor

Publicity Committee
Associate Chairs
Dawn Davis (office support assistant)
Elaina Manson (backup office support assistant)

CS Academy & Advisory Board Committee
George Markowsky
Rhonda Grayson

Events Committee
Rhonda Grayson (chair)
Elaina Manson
Dawn Davis

Undergraduate Academic Deficiency & Probation Coordinator: Clayton Price

Summer Camps & ACM Programming Contest: Ricardo Morales

Library Liaison: Wei Jiang

IT Liaisons: George Markowsky & Daniel Tauritz

Campus Emergency Response & Departmental Lab Safety Coordinator: George Markowsky

Transfer Advising Committee
Clayton Price (chair)
Ricardo Morales
Patrick Taylor

Undergraduate Scholarship Committee
Clayton Price (chair)
Rhonda Grayson

Advising
Freshman & Sophomore Advising: Teaching Faculty
Juniors, Seniors, Undergraduate Research Students, and Graduate Students: TT Faculty
ACM Advisor: Ricardo Morales
ACM-W Advisor: Jennifer Leopold
ACM SIG-Security Advisor: Daniel Tauritz
ACM SIG-Security Cyber Defense Team Coach: Patrick Taylor
ACM SIG.com Advisor: Ricardo Morales
ACM SIG-Game Advisor: Daniel Tauritz
ACM SIG-Competition Advisor: Ricardo Morales
IEEE CS Advisor: open
Departmental Representatives on Campus Committees
Discipline Specific Curricula Committee – Engineering: Daniel Tauritz
Committee for Effective Teaching: Jennifer Leopold
ITCC: Ricardo Morales
ITCC Security Task Force: Daniel Tauritz (chair)
Personnel Committee: Dan Lin
Grievance Resolution Panel: Daniel Tauritz (alternate)
Tenure Policy Committee: Sanjay Madria (primary); Wei Jiang (secondary)
Promotion and Tenure Review Committee: Sanjay Madria (primary); Sajal Das (secondary)
Faculty Conduct Committee: Jennifer Leopold (primary); Fikret Ercal (secondary)

Department Focus Areas
Mobile & Pervasive Computing:
   Primary:
      Sanjay Madria – Coordinator
      Sajal Das
      Dan Lin
      Haoyi Xiong
   Secondary:
      Yanjie Fu

Security & Privacy:
   Primary:
      Wei Jiang – Coordinator
   Secondary:
      Bruce McMillin
      Sanjay Madria
      Sajal Das
      Daniel Tauritz
      Dan Lin
      George Markowsky
      Linda Markowsky
      Patrick Taylor

Systems & Networking:
   Primary:
      Zhishan Guo – Coordinator
      Fikret Ercal
   Secondary:
      Wei Jiang
      Sanjay Madria
      Sajal Das
      Jennifer Leopold
      Clayton Price
      Ricardo Morales
      Patrick Taylor
Algorithms & Theory:
  Primary:
    Bruce McMillin – Coordinator
    George Markowsky
    Linda Markowsky
    Peizhen Zhu
  Secondary:
    Sajal Das
    Chaman Sabharwal
    Jennifer Leopold
    Daniel Tauritz
    Wei Jiang
    Ricardo Morales
    Haoyi Xiong

Computational Intelligence & Vision:
  Primary:
    Daniel Tauritz – Coordinator
    Zhaozheng Yin
    Jennifer Leopold
    Yanjie Fu
    Chaman Sabharwal
    Patrick Taylor
  Secondary:
    Zhishan Guo
    Ricardo Morales